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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparer

F. Department Chairperson

G. Dean

II. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours

B. Units
C. Prerequisites

Corequisites
Advisories

D. Course Justification

E. Field Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

Lecture - 2 (35 total)
Laboratory - 4 (70 total)
3
None
None
None
The Color class was first added to our course
offerings in 2003 as a result of the long
recognized need for a class that focused
exclusively on color. An introduction to color is
included in Basic Design classes, but in that
context, due to the broad curricular scope of the
design class and limitation of time, it remained
only a very basic introduction to a highly
complex yet extremely important topic and
could not address the full range of color theory
and practice. Having a full semester color course
brought our program's course offerings in line
with those of other college art departments.
Since its implementation, the course has been
very successful! Currently, the Color class
attracts not only fine art students, but students
from a great range of disciplines, including:
Architecture, Interior Design, Horticulture,
Fashion Design, Graphic Communications,
Multimedia Studies, Broadcast Electronic Media
Arts, Film, Photography, Construction
Management, and more.. The class consistently
maintains a solid enrollment and has a high
student retention rate.
Optional
Letter
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
A comprehensive course in the study of color, its sources, properties, theories and applications in
additive and subtractive media. Develops conceptual and practical skills for effective visual
communication utilizing color. Color mixing, color interaction, color harmonies, optical, spatial,
psychological, subjective, cultural, historical uses of color are explored through creative projects.
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IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Identify properties of color, such as, hue, value, saturation, and temperature.
B. Differentiate between additive and subtractive mixing.
C. Recognize different pigments and distinguish their properties.
D. Analyze and mix specific colors.
E. Distinguish color agent from color effect.
F. Recognize and apply color interactions in design.
G. Select and organize colors according to harmonious color schemes for effective visual

communication.
H. Define and employ terminology appropriate to the discussion of color.
I. Analyze and appraise the color dynamics in works of art and design, in own work and in

the works produced by peers in class.
J. Recognize and apply the spatial and dimensional aspects of color.
K. Apply color in own creative work for its expressive value.
L. Independently produce finished color assignments that demonstrate an understanding of

color theory.
M. Discuss ways color may be perceived biologically, psychologically, culturally,

symbolically and intuitively.
N. Operate with an awareness of color usage in art history and in contemporary art and

design, in the application of color theory in own work.

V. CONTENT
A. Introduction to Color class.

1. Presentation of the syllabus, overview of the course content and course objectives:
a. Student learning outcomes
b. An overview of the semester at a glance
c. Introduction of the textbook and other supplemental resources (supplemental

reading list, course site and/or list of informative web sites and resources)
d. Presentation of the general materials used in the course and materials list
e. Examples of works created by students in previous semesters
f. Introduction of ongoing projects in the class, such as testing lightfastness of

various color agents and color sketchbook
2. Introduction of teaching methodology, requirements and grading policy:

a. Teaching methodology: Lectures/presentations, assigned readings, course site
(optional), creative assignments with rubrics, field trips (optional)

b. Review expectations and requirements: Attendance and participation, project
completions by due dates, quizzes, final project, independent or research projects.

c. Evaluation and Grading Policy: Evaluation methods and grading criteria, grading
values of projects, mid-term quiz, final project, and overall participation!
academic engagement in the course.

d. Important dates: Add/drop/final withdrawal dates, mid-term and final exam
dates, holidays and breaks, last day of class.

B. Subtractive Media: Colorants and Lightfastness of color agents
1. Pigments

a. Traditional and modern pigments
b. The history of the artist's palette
c. Color names
d. Properties of basic pigments and mediums in subtractive media, lightfastness,

opacity, stability, permanence
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e. Categorization and conventions in color manufacturing/ labeling
f. The development of pigments (mineral, organic, synthetic, etc.) and paint media

throughout art history (traditional egg tempera, oil, watercolor, gouache, acrylic)
g. Variety of artist tools and materials utilizing pigments: pastels, chalks, color

pencils, paints, etc.
2. Dyes, their distinguishing properties from pigments

a. History of dyes
b. Examples of dying practices
c. Fast dyes, fugitive dyes

3. Inks, their distinguishing properties
a. Traditional inks: The art of calligraphy and Asian brush painting
b. Printing inks: Traditional and contemporary printing

4. Ceramic Glazes and Colored Glass
C. Additive Media: Light mixing and sources of light

1. Sunlight and artificial lights
2. Television
3. Computer
4. Color photography
5. Laser

D. Color Basics
1. The physics of light

a. Additive light colors
b. Light primaries and additive light mixing
c. Comparison of refracted light and reflected light
d. Light and vision

2. Subtractive pigment colors
a. Pigment primaries, secondaries, intermediates
b. Selection of subtractive colors for the construction of the color wheel: Traditional

pigments/ modern pigments
c. Saturation, hue, value

3. History of the color wheel and the organization of colors in basic color systems
a. Introduction to the history of color systems through the greats in color theory:

Isaac Newton, Philipp Otto Runge, Johannes Itten, Albert H. Munsell ..
b. The organization of the colors on the traditional 12 hue color wheel versus

Munsell's 10 hue color wheel, standard Color Sphere versus The Munsell Color
Tree

c. Tints, tones, shades, complementary mixtures, neutrals, relationship of color to
value

4. Construction of the standard 12 hue color wheel from three primaries of pigments
a. The geometry of the color wheel
b. Mixing the secondary and intermediate hues from the three primaries hues to

construct a 12-step color wheel, using a quick drying, non-toxic, and opaque
paint medium, such as gouache or acrylic.

c. Comparison of colors on wheels created with traditional versus modern pigments
d. Comparisons of hues on color wheels produced by paint mixing with hues on

printed wheels.
e. Observation of colors under different light sources.

E. Optics and the physiology of color vision
1. The Human Eye

a. Structure of the human eye
b. Eye and the brain
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2. Seeing Colors
a. After-images and successive contrast
b. Color constancy
c. Variables in color perception
d. Genetic and cultural differences
e. Emotions
f. Design factors
g. Lighting
h. Surface qualities (refraction, reflection and transmission, translucence,

absorption, white ground, dark ground)
3. Non-visual color perception

a. The phenomenon of color perception through senses other than vision
b. Synesthesia

F. Color Intensity/ Saturation charts
1. Dilutions or extensions of hue in a medium
2. Tints, tones, shades, complementary mixing

G. Color Interaction in design
1. The dynamics between color and its background

a. The effect of background on color perception (Johannes Itten, Josef Albers..)
b. Practical observations in class
c. Examples from various disciplines: Interior design, Architecture, Fashion

Design, Photography, Film, Horticulture, etc.
2. Seven Color Contrasts

a. Contrast of hue
b. Light-dark contrast
c. Cool-warm contrast
d. Complementary contrast
e. Simultaneous contrast
f. Contrast of saturation
g. Contrast of extension

3. Color Schemes and Harmonies
a. Monochromatic colors
b. Analogous colors
c. Dyadic relationships
d. Triadic Colors
e. Tetrads
f. Complementary colors

4. Optical effects and Color Discords
a. Color vibration
b. Tonallustre
c. After-images and successive contrast
d. Good contrast! bad contrast
e. Transparency effects
f. The Bezold Effect
g. Phantom colors
h. Divisionism and Pointillism (art historical periods)
i. Op Art (art historical period)

5. Compositional Effects of Color
a. Spatial effects
b. Size and shape perception
c. Atmospheric perspective
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d. Balance and proportion
e. Emphasis
f. Unity

H. Observed Color / Observing color in nature
1. Reflected color
2. Colored shadows
3. Atmospheric effects and diffused color
4. Color temperature

I. Psychological aspects of color
1. Psychological effects of colors

a. Warm and cool colors: The effect of color temperature on circulation and mood
b. Emotional effects (the influence of different hues on human physiology)
c. Chromotherapy
d. Auric healing

2. Color Symbolism
a. Western and Eastern cultures, indigenous societies, cultural differences
b. Color symbolism in art history
c. Color symbolism in literature
d. Color use in festivals, ceremonies, spiritual practices
e. Color in dream interpretation
f. Color symbolism in marketing (Blue for communication, green for sustainable

energy, etc.)
3. Personal Color Preferences

a. "Subjective Timbre"
b. The Luscher Color Test

4. Expressive color
a. Expressionism (art historical period)
b. Symbolism (art historical period)
c. Abstract art (art historical references)
d. Commercial Art (application of color expression in everyday life)

J. Theories of Color Relationships Past and Present
1. Early Theories - Western and Non-Western

a. Ancient Hindu Upanishads
b. Arab Physicist Allhazen
c. Greek Philosopher Aristotle

2. Color Theories throughout Western History
a. Grosseteste
b. Leonardo
c. Alberti
d. Newton
e. Harris
f. Goethe
g. Runge
h. Itten
i. Chevreul
j. Rood
k. Munsell
1. Ostwald
m. Birren

3. Contemporary Color Systems
a. CIE Color Space
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b. CIELAB Color Model
c. RGB and CMYK systems
d. Web color/ hexadecimal color
e. Proprietary color spaces (Pantone colors)

K. Discussion on Contemporary Color Media
1. Electronic Media

a. Computers
b. LCD displays
c. Digital printing
d. Multimedia
e. Web design
f. Interactive game design
g. Photography
h. Film/ Video

2. Light Art, Sculpture, Installations
a. Dan Flavin
b. Bruce Nauman
c. James Turrell
d. Laszl6 Moholy-Nagy
e. Olafur Eliasson, and others..

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class Assignments
a. Field Trips (Optional): Field trips to museums and/or galleries may be scheduled

by the instructor, depending on the art exhibitions on view in the San Francisco/
Bay area, when relevant to the topics discussed, in order for the students to
observe the application of the color concepts studied in the class in original
works of art. (Field trips can be of great importance in the teaching of color
interaction in particular, as it is common for color shifts to occur in reproduction,
a problem that makes it difficult to display with 100% accuracy, in visually
illustrated lectures, the actual color interactions artists have utilized in their
works. Taking the students to the original source is often the best way to
demonstrate the actual color dynamics artists have worked with. Addresses
multiple major learning outcomes.)

b. Assignments with rubrics targeting major learning outcomes for the course:
(Listed below are examples of the types of assignments which may be given.)
1. Color Wheel and Value Scale: Create two basic color wheels using acrylic

or gouache paints to understand and develop applicable skills in subtractive
mixing, starting with three primary hues to mix secondary and intermediate
hues. Use only traditional pigments in one and only modern pigments in the
other to compare and contrast the results, and to demonstrate how different
pigments yield different results in color mixing. Also create a value scale of
approximately ten steps with equal gradation steps from white to black. Use
this scale to assess the values of pure hues. (Project will be supported by
lecture, presentation on materials, pigments and color mixing, and a painting
demonstration in class, as well as by assigned readings. Fulfills the following
major learning outcomes listed in Section IV: C. Recognize different
pigments and distinguish their properties. D. Analyze and mix specific
colors.)
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2. Saturation charts: Create a saturation/intensity chart for each of the twelve
hues selected from either one of the two color wheels produced in class,
practicing different methods of desaturation using paints. For each hue, do a
step-by-step dilution, tinting, toning, shading and complementary mixing
scales. Add one more step to match the value of the hue at its full chroma
with an achromatic gray. This is probably the most labor-intensive project in
the class. Students are given concentrated studio time in class, but can
continue and complete the work throughout the semester. Project will be
supplemented by demonstrations, and lectures on the organization of colors
on the standard Color Sphere and on the Munsell Color Tree. (IV. MLO: A.
Identify properties of colors, such as hue, value, saturation, and temperature.
D. Analyze and mix specific colors. H. Define and employ terminology
appropriate to the discussion of color.)

3. Exploration of color interaction in design / Color Contrasts: Students will
be given several design assignments exploring the seven major ways colors
can compare and contrast with one another. Through individual hands-on art
projects, where the same design will be repeated by use of different colors,
they will explore contrasts of: I.Hue, 2. Value, 3. Cool-Warm (Temperature),
4. Complementary Color, 5. Simultaneity. 6. Saturation, 7. Extension. Each
project aims to demonstrate how colors appear and behave differently in
different environments. Supplement the projects with presentations on color
theory, color harmonies, ways in which can color can be employed to create
depth, temperature, emphasis, as well as mood. All projects will be critiqued
in class. (IV. MLO: E. Distinguish color agent from color effect. F.
Recognize and apply color interactions in design. G. Select and organize
colors according to harmonious color schemes for effective visual
communication. I. Analyze and appraise the color dynamics in works of art
and design, in own work and in the works produced by peers in class. K.
Apply color in own creative work for its expressive value. L. Independently
produce finished color assignments that demonstrate an understanding of
color theory.)

4. Working from Observed Color Using Cool-Warm and Light-Dark
Contrasts: Students will observe color in landscape and apply their
observations to designs that have spatial divisions similar to that of the
observed landscape (may work representationally or follow a simplified
abstract design) for the creation of spatial depth through the use of color,
with respect to atmospheric perspective and temperature. Students will repeat
the same design, reversing the colors in foreground and background to
compare and contrast perceptions of spatial outcomes. (IV. MLO: J.
Recognize and apply the spatial and dimensional aspects of color.)

5. Optical Illusions through Simultaneous Color Contrast and Vibration:
Students will generate three versions of a repeating pattern with two colors in
each. One hue will remain constant in all designs. The second hue will be an
exact complement of the first hue in one, a near-complement in the other, and
an achromatic gray of matching brilliance in the third. Students will observe
color vibration and the way same color appears differently in each frame..
(IV. MLO: E. Distinguish color agent from color effect.)

6. Other assignments may include: Use of colors in compositions for
expressing specific moods or for purposes of color symbolism (IV. MLO:
M. Discuss ways color may be perceived biologically, psychologically,
culturally, symbolically and intuitively. K. Apply color in own creative work
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for its expressive value.); Study of color use in a world culture, or historic
period, or in contemporary design, or in a favorite artist's palette,
analyzing both the forms and colors used, to create a design or painting
which embodies those forms and colors. (IV. MLO: M. Discuss ways color
may be perceived biologically, psychologically, culturally, symbolically and
intuitively. N. Operate with an awareness of color usage in art history and in
contemporary art and design in the application of color theory in own work.)

7. In-class explorations and projects with colored lights, the viewing of
projects under different light sources. (IV. MLO: B. Differentiate between
additive and subtractive mixing. E. Distinguish color agent from color
effect.)

2. Out-of-class Assignments
a. Assigned readings from the textbook, related to topics discussed in class.
b. Ongoing assignments such as, lightfastness test of colorants. (Create strips of

color, using various coloring agents pasted or applied on a sheet of heavyweight
paper or board. Then label all samples and cut the sheet in the middle of the
samples, exposing one half to sunlight throughout the semester, while protecting
the other labeled half from light entirely, for a comparison of the changes that
may occur in the colors in time under light exposure. Supplemented by lectures
on pigments/ colorants and lightfastness information on artist materials (labeling,
manufacturing conventions. (IV. MLO: C. Recognize different pigments and
distinguish their properties.)

c. Color sketchbook: A diary for color observations in everyday life, at museums
and galleries and in class. (Relates to multiple learning outcomes but in particular
to IV. MLO: M. Discuss ways color may be perceived biologically,
psychologically, culturally, symbolically and intuitively. N. Operate with an
awareness of color usage in art history and in contemporary art and design in the
application of color theory in own work.)

d. Independent research project: Research and presentation of a color topic
selected by the student will bring in unique individual and cultural approaches
and interests to the class. (Addresses multiple learning outcomes depending on
the topic selected, as well as the following: IV. MLO: H. Define and employ
terminology appropriate to the discussion of color. L. Independently produce
finished color assignments that demonstrate an understanding of color theory. M.
Discuss ways color may be perceived biologically, psychologically, culturally,
symbolically and intuitively. N. Operate with an awareness of color usage in art
history and in contemporary art and design in the application of color theory in
own work.)

e. Continuation of work on projects started in class during studio time:
Students need to work further on the assignments started during studio/ lab time
in class, outside of class for their completion. (Addresses multiple SLOs.)

B. Evaluation
1. Ongoing one-on-one evaluation of projects in progress for improvement with

feedback.
2. Group critique of finished assignments: Students will discuss their own work and

give feedback to each other using the correct color and art vocabulary. (IV. MLO: H.
Define and employ terminology appropriate to the discussion of color. 1. Analyze and
appraise the color dynamics in works of art and design, in own work and in the works
produced by peers in class.)

3. Grading of completed assignments with rubrics: Each assignment will be given a
letter grade, per the following criteria:
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a. Demonstrated comprehension of the color concepts studied in class and explored
in each specific project, as outlined in the assignment rubric and in relation to the
student learning outcomes for the course. (Largest percentage of the grade.)

b. The degree of overall effort, exploration, creative energy and thought applied.
c. The quality of craftsmanship/ skill in implementation of the processes involved

and care applied for an appropriately organized presentation.
d. Completion of the project by the due date.

4. Mid-term quiz: Assesses comprehension of the topics covered in class, in assigned
readings and tests on vocabulary acquired in the course. (Additional quizzes may be
employed depending on student engagement and needs.)

5. Final Project: A comprehensive creative project, which the student completes
independently, based on a selected rubric, demonstrating student's proficiency in the
application of major color concepts studied in the class and addresses multiple major
learning outcomes.

6. An independent research project by the student, presented orally in class,
accompanied by a written report.

7. A final exit survey to test on vocabulary and concepts.
8. Overall participation and academic engagement in the class, participation in class

activities and critiques, completion of assignments by their due dates, cumulative
growth, conceptually and technically.

In addition to the items 1 through 8 above for evaluation of student performance, the
following item 9 is recommended to assess needs of students who take the course.
9. Survey of student backgrounds, interests, goals and expectations from the course.

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. A textbook will be assigned, such as Color by Paul Zelanski and Mary Pat Fisher,

Prentice Hall, 2010
2. Supplemental course site with instructional materials prepared by the instructor, links

to outside sources, visual examples of related works or responses to project given.
3. Supplemental reading list for optional further research in Color.
4. Some recommended books on reserve at the library, such as:

a. The Art of Color, by Itten
b. Interaction of Color, by Albers
c. The Artist's Guide to Selecting Colors, by Wilcox
d. Principles of Color Design, by Wong
e. The Artist's Handbook, by Mayer
f. Color and Meaning: Art, Science, and Symbolism, by Gage
g. Vision and Art: The Biology of Seeing, by Livingstone

5. Handouts
6. Books and visual illustrations/ slides
7. RGB colored spotlights, prisms and other equipment to show optical effects,

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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